Trapeze  Macchiato  Bath  Synagogue  Bladder  Baby  cino
Arena  Coffee  Temple  Brain  Ven
Abbey  Pips  Ringsmaster  Spleen  Abbey
Affogato  Taurus  Chapel  Lung  Virgo
Appendix  Cappuccino  Clown  Apnea
ers  Heart  Aquarius  Pound  Acre
Liver  Scorpio  Late  Tithrpe  Cathedral  Peso

Shade 7 foreign currencies
Drabble through 7 Double names
Underline 6 words that relate to the circus
Circle 7 coffee beverages
Tick the names of 8 internal organs
Cross out the names of 6 houses of prayer

Once complete, the unmarked words will reveal the answer.
To answer this riddle, follow the steps below:

1) Have selves get no water.
2) Have forest but no trees.
3) Have cities but no buildings.
4) Have streets but no movement.

Fun Riddle #10
Try to make as many words as you can using the letters in the grid. You must use the middle letter. There is at least one nine-letter word.
Name mammals that begin with the letter M

List things found in a kitchen that begin with the letter S

Name things to wear that begin with the letter B

List vegetables that begin with the letter C

Name things that travel on land beginning with the letter T

Word Game
Sweet corn
Broccoli
Runner beans
Cauliflower
Potatoes
Swede
Sprouts
Beans
Peas

Vegetable Word Scramble

Answers
Ocean Conservation: Word Search
Answers: 1.

There are 6 differences between these two happy gardeners—can you find them?
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